Storing, and the loading and unloading of materials at production sites in the manufacturing sector for mass production is a critical problem that affects various aspects: the layout of the factory, line-side space, logistics, workers' work paths and ease of work, automatic procurement of components, and transfer and supply. Traditionally, the nesting problem has been an issue to improve the efficiency of raw materials; further, research into mainly 2D optimization has progressed. Also, recently, research into the expanded usage of 3D models to implement packing optimization has been actively carried out. Nevertheless, packing algorithms using 3D models are not widely used in practice, due to the large decrease in efficiency, owing to the complexity and excessive computational time. In this paper, the problem of efficiently loading and unloading freeform 3D objects into a given container has been solved, by considering the 3D form, ease of loading and unloading, and packing density. For this reason, a Group Packing Approach for workers has been developed, by using analyzed truck packing work patterns and Group Technology, which is to enhance the efficiency of storage in the manufacturing sector. Also, an algorithm for 3D packing has been developed, and implemented in a commercial 3D CAD modeling system. The 3D packing method consists of a grouping algorithm, a sequencing algorithm, an orientating algorithm, and a loading algorithm. These algorithms concern the respective aspects: the packing order, orientation decisions of parts, collision checking among parts and processing, position decisions of parts, efficiency verification, and loading and unloading simulation. Storage optimization and examination of the ease of loading and unloading are possible, and various kinds of engineering analysis, such as work performance analysis, are facilitated through the intelligent 3D packing method developed in this paper, by using the results of the 3D model.
Introduction
As the life-cycles of products are decreasing, and competition between global corporations is becoming more intensive, in order to provide new and diverse ranges of goods that customers want, product development, production-period reduction, production-cost reduction, quality improvement, smallquantity batch production, and mass-customization have become the top priorities of the manufacturing sector. To compete and survive in the marketplace, manufacturing companies have undertaken various kinds of R&D. Packing has been used widely throughout the automobile sector, to solve the problems of storing parts in containers.
In the case of an automobile factory in Korea, 3,300 engineering containers in the press factory, 3,900 engineering containers in the chassis factory, and 700 containers (bulk containers: 200, engineered containers: 500) in the assembly factory are used, respectively, for the mixed-model production of four models. Also, in the case of an automobile factory in the US, more than 3,000 main products are needed for container nesting plans, and between 2002 and 2009, 2.5 billion dollars were invested in containers.
The intelligent packing algorithm developed in this paper enables better design of containers and packing; also, the cost of containers can be estimated when they are designed at first. For these reasons, storing and loading/unloading materials at production sites in the manufacturing sector for mass production is a critical problem that affects various aspects: the layout of the factory, line-side space, logistics, workers' work paths and ease of work, automatic procurement of components, and transfer and supply. There are two types of containers, bulk and engineering.
Bulk container (Car truck packing)
The bulk container packing problem is similar to the car truck packing problem. Therefore, we applied the algorithm that is developed in this paper to the car truck packing problem, instead of the bulk container packing problem. The computation of baggage capacity has a significant influence on the design process of cars [1] . Automobile manufacturers report the trunk capacity using one of the two published standards for the cargo volume, which can be considered as specializations of the general 3D packing problem [20] . Two widely used standards are the SAEJ1100 (for the USA) standard, and the DIN 70020 (for the European Union) standard [16, 6] . Cooperation with a German car manufacturer has led to several efficient approximation schemes for the trunk packing problem, according to the German standard DIN 70020. This cooperation has continued by exploring the baggage volume capacity according to the U.S. standard SAE J1100. Extensive research has been performed into the development of packing algorithms both for the case of SAEJ100, and DIN70020 [20, 8, 7, 11, 14, 15] .
DIN70020 is a type of a box (200mm×100mm×50mm), and the maximum number of this type of boxes seated in a trunk becomes the capacity of the trunk [8] . Figure 1 shows the real trunk used for calculating its capacity with DIN70020.
Engineering container
An engineering container stores only one type of a part; moreover, it has a unique feature, in that there has to be consideration for the jig & fixture, which allows for stability of the parts when they are being packed, and the fact that all the parts are directed one way.
Engineering containers mainly store panel-type parts, and require clearance between parts, in order to prevent parts from being damaged during loading/unloading works. Currently, the clearance value between parts is empirically decided, by engineering container designers. In this paper, the bulk container problem is examined using the SAE standard J1100, and the result is compared with the result from Santosh, by using their genetic algorithm [20, 16] .
Cagan proposed some approaches for the packing problem, as follows, and many recent researches approach the packing problems on the basis of their proposals [3] .
Heuristic rule-based approaches
This approach is a methodology of enhancing the efficiency of packing, by analyzing the sense and experience of experts. Realistic limitation is applied, and it is stable. Also, it has the advantage of short packing calculation time on complicated forms. But it has the disadvantage of difficulty in applying in other industries, and generalizing the algorithms.
Traditional optimization approaches
These approaches include branch and bound methods, as in Scheithauer, linear programming methods, as in Beasley, and gradient-based methods, as in Landon [2, 13, 17] . The arithmetic operation speed of single run methods is fast; however, these find only to the nearest local sum. Therefore, other multiple run methods from the initial state need to overcome this drawback.
Genetic algorithms
In this approach, design variables are mapped into a string of symbols. A population of strings is maintained, and the design is changed, by mutating the strings. A fitness function is used to sift out the promising seeds for the next iteration of mutation. Genetic algorithms are stochastic algorithms, and can control the end of repetition. This algorithm has the strength that it simplifies the calculating method of packing, which needs complex calculation; however, the calculating time is still long, and the result value occurs randomly. Moreover, if there is an increase in the number of repetitions for better results, the calculating time will be prolonged, as well.
Simulated annealing algorithms
Imitation-based simulated annealing, which simulates the process of melting metal, is used to solve a complicated optimization problem. Simulated annealing algorithms have been applied to 2D circulation design. Sechen and Cagan extended this method from 2D to 3D, and applied it to mechanical and electrical layout design [5, 18, 19] . Kolli expanded this method, by solving the components of geometrical structure, and restriction of rotation [12] . Simulated annealing is not affected by early stages due to the stochastic searching strategy, and a 3D layout's space search is also possible. However, it costs a lot to get a good result, because lots of changes in motion are required.
Extended pattern search
A fundamental pattern search algorithm is a deterministic algorithm, direct search, which was introduced by Hooke, and developed by Torczon [10, 21] . Yin developed this by adding the stochastic characteristic, which helps to not get a local sum, and is applied to the layout problem [3] . Through Figure 1 . Trunk capacity calculation by DIN70020 standard [7] . the tests, he revealed that this approach method can reduce the time to reach the same result as the simulated annealing algorithm.
Hybrid approaches
This approach is the method that combines two or more search techniques. The method remedies each approach's shortcomings, and creates new approaches. Detailed information will be provided from Cagan [3] .
In this way, packing optimization is actively carried out. Nevertheless, a packing algorithm using 3D CAD model is not widely used in actual work, due to the rapid decrease of efficiency according to the complexity of the form, and long operation time. Therefore, in this research, it is applied to the bulk container problem from SAE, and the result is compared with the result from the genetic algorithm that Santosh developed, to investigate the excellence of the algorithm proposed in this research [20] . Further, an algorithm that considers the loading direction and the clearance value between parts is applied to the engineering container that is used in the real world.
Packing problem

The packing sequence
The packing sequence problem is an order decision problem concerning the loading of parts. If n parts are loadable, the loading sequences of parts number n!. Assuming there are m parts of the same type, the number of sequences is n!/m!. Figure 2 shows an example of the above.
Part orientation
The part-orientation problem is the problem of deciding the orientation of parts. In the case of 2D, only the orientation between 0 degrees and 360 degrees has to be calculated; but in the case of 3D, the orientation regarding each axis has to be calculated, which makes the computation impossible. Santosh et al. defined the orientation of parts under the criterion of 90 degrees, and defined the problem as follows [20] .
Prismatic objects with orthogonal orientations
If the part is a right cuboid of dimensions (l × b × h), six orientations can be derived as shown in Figure 3 .
Free-form objects with orthogonal orientations
A freeform object has a different form in each face; thus, four more orientations can be derived, as shown in Figure 4 .
The next formula considers the orientation and the sequence of parts. With n different freeform parts, (6 × 4)n! cases are obtained. For example, assuming that three parts are loaded, 144 cases have to be considered. The packing problem entails loading from several tens of parts, up to several hundred parts; thus, computing for all the cases is very timeintensive. Moreover, the loading locations of parts and container capacity and type have to be considered as well.
Approach
As mentioned in Section 2, the packing problem can be discretized in the following way: First, the rotation of the boxes can be limited to axis-oriented placements. Second, the possible placements are restricted to the cells of a grid. Clearly, these restrictions reduce the solution space, and possibly eliminate the optimal solution of the original problem.
Reichel shows similar problems (Discrete-Box-Packing for equal boxes) to be NP-complete, and the continuous version to be NP-hard [14] .
Thus, we cannot hope to find the optimal solution. In this study, work analysis is made of the use of workers in trunk packing, as well as for the group-technology methodology used in the manufacturing sector; thus, the algorithm has been developed. As aforementioned, efficiently automating the loading of parts with complicated shapes into containers is a difficult task. For the automation, Ding and Cagan summarized the work pattern in packing by truck experts, as follows [4] :
Packing by truck experts
1) The technicians usually put in luggage pieces with large volumes, to occupy as much space as possible. 2) Those pieces are rearranged in the trunk, in order to get a good initial loading. 3) Smaller components, including H-boxes, are added, to fill the remaining space
Grouping by similarity of form 1) Parts having more than a certain level of similarity in terms of form are grouped together.
2) The group with the largest average volume of parts is to be loaded first.
3) The parts in the same group have to be loaded in the same direction and posture, if possible. 4) Loading must commence from the bottom corner.
Here, packing is a problem of loading parts of different sizes and shapes into a container of erratic form; primarily, there is a loading-sequence problem, and a partsorientation problem.
Intelligent 3D packing method through grouping algorithm
In this paper, we solve the packing problem, using an intelligent 3D packing by grouping algorithm. The grouping algorithm decides the loading sequence, orientations, and displacements of the parts that will be packed in the container. The algorithm developed in this paper consists of 4 sub-algorithms. The algorithm developed in this research includes 4 sub-algorithms, and each of them is a CAD function. First, the grouping algorithm groups parts in similar shapes, through comparison on the shape of each part, and the sequencing algorithm makes the sequence of parts by which they are loaded into the container. After executing two algorithms, the orientating algorithm decides the poses of parts to be loaded, and the loading algorithm finds the optimized location where the parts are loaded. In the case of failure, it loops back to the sequencing algorithm, and decides the sequence again. The algorithm is terminated after all parts are loaded, or at the point when there is no sufficient space in the container. Also, all of the subalgorithms are executed by CAD software. The entire algorithm is explained below. Figure 5 represents the whole process of the algorithm.
The grouping algorithm
The grouping algorithm is an algorithm that groups objects that are similar in shape or size, and it is developed on the basis of a total shape-based comparative methodology to find similar shapes and sizes [9] . The grouping algorithm sets a bounding box around a part, and divides the box into 1000 smaller cells, and creates points in cells where the part's edge falls in. Then the algorithm decides to which group a part should be in, by comparing the distribution of points created in cells along the edge of the part. The distribution rate that decides the group is input by users. Figure 6 shows the entire flow of the grouping algorithm.
Calculation of the bounding-box size for the parts
Start
Grouping Algorithm The volume of each bounding box is the minimum in which a part can just be filled, and the bounding box technique is utilized in this research, to achieve faster calculation of a shape. The calculation of the bounding-box volume is as shown in Figure 7 .
Classification of parts by the bounding-box volume
Using the volume of the bounding box for the reduction of time, the parts that will be grouped are firstly classified. For the classification, the following are determined, such that the comparing part is GP, the object part is CP, and the comparerate is TR. If 100(CP/GP) > TR, the part is going to be grouped, and if 100(CP/GP) < TR, it will be not considered for grouping.
Point formation for a part
For point creation, the faces in the solid are examined, and the edges in each face are examined. After the edges are found, the attributes of the edges are scanned. The edge of the hole will be deleted from the list, and all the edges left in the edge list create a point. Figure 8 explains the above procedure.
Distribution-chart examination
Firstly, 1,000 cells are created in relation to (widths, lengths, and heights)/10 of the part's bounding box. Then, the points produced in the fourth process of "Point formation for a part" have to be ascertained, to know which cells they belong to. Figure 9 represents the erstwhile process. Actually, the cells are not created as shown in the figure; each cell is calculated to find the cell to which the point belongs, which reduces the comparison time.
Grouping
If the number of newly created points in a similar cell exceeds the compare-rate, for accuracy of the result, an examia total-shape based comparative methodology nation of the distribution chart is carried out, using the attributes of the edges that are the basis for point creation. Table 1 displays the result of the creation of a point in Figure 9 . Also, parts of the same form with different orientations must be compared in relation to the same orientation, and grouped.
The sequencing algorithm
The sequencing algorithm decides the sequence of parts to be loaded in the order of deciding the sequence of the group that results from the grouping algorithm, and the sequence of parts in each group. The sequencing algorithm decides the sequence of parts to be loaded with 'Packing by truck experts approach', according to the size of parts: from bigger parts to smaller parts. The size of a part is calculated by calculating the size of the bounding box that holds a part, since the packing problem is more affected by the shape of parts to be loaded, than the volume of parts. The flow of the sequencing algorithm is explained below. 1) Calculation of the average bounding-box volume of the parts in the group 2) Decision regarding the loading order for groups. The average volume of the group that is calculated from (1) is denoted as EGV. The values of EGV are arranged in descending order as G0, G1……… Gn-1; thus, the loading order of the groups is decided (n = number of the groups). 3) Decision regarding the loading order for the parts within a group The sequence of part loading is decided by the boundingbox volume of the parts in the group in descending order. After the decision regarding the loading order for groups is made, the loading orientation decisions and loading of the parts are accomplished. The part to be loaded will affect the next one; if it fails, the loading sequence moves to the next group. Failure in loading is determined by the loading algorithm.
The orientating algorithm
The orientating algorithm decides the pose of parts to be loaded. The algorithm regarding decision on orientation involves the orientation decisions of the first and n+1th (n > 0) loaded parts. After deciding the pose of the first part to be loaded, poses of the following parts are decided, and loaded into container in the order that is decided by the sequencing algorithm. The flow of the orientating algorithm is as in Figure 10. (1) Orientation decision for the first loaded part The G00 and G01 parts are firstly compared (Gij: i is an index of the group, j indexes parts within a group). If group G0 has one part, the G00 and G10 parts are compared. As mentioned before, if part-numbers 1 and 2 are in the same group, then they are judged as having the same form; thus, each part has six orientations (GijO0, GijO1, …, GijO5). If part-numbers 1 and 2 belong to different groups, then each orientation results in three additional orientations, which makes each part with 24 orientations, such as GijO0, GijO1……GijO23. If part number 1 and 2 are in the same group, the order in which orientations are compared is the same as in the figure below, and the number of possible cases is 6×6. If part number 1 and 2 belong to different groups, the order in which orientations are compared is the same as below, and the number of possible cases is 24×24. Figure 11 shows a comparison between the pose of part number 1, and 6 poses of part number 2. Poses of two parts are compared in the order that is shown in Figure 12 , and the pose of the part is decided when the volume of the bounding box is the minimum. The group bounding box is the box with the minimum volume in which the two parts can be filled. Creating the group bounding box is to decide the optimized loading efficiency, after comparing poses of each of two parts rotated 90 degrees, and this approach eases the calculation, regardless of the complexity of shapes of parts. Figure 13 represents the computational procedure for the group's bounding-box volume. The first part of the bounding box is set as fPb, and the second part of the bounding box is set as sPb. The minimum and maximum values of both parts of the group's bounding box are Gbmin = fPbmin and Gbmax = sPbmax, respectively, and the formula for calculating Gbv (the group's boundingbox volume) is the same as the formula for the part's bounding-box volume.
After deciding the pose of the part, the part is loaded onto the container through the loading algorithm, and if a part fails to be loaded, the first part in the next group becomes the next part to be loaded. After the loading, every number should be reset, except the loaded part, and the group for which every part has been loaded. Through the above process, the first part is loaded; in the fifth process, the loading position is decided by the loading algorithm. The number of possible orientation comparisons for loading the first part is derived through the formal procedure outlined below. G 00 P 0 ->G 01 P 0 , G 01 P 1 …...G 01 P 6-1 G 00 P 1 ->G 01 P 0 , G 01 P 1 …...G 01 P 6-1 G 00 P 6-1 ->G 01 P 0 , G 01 P 1 …...G 01 P 6-1 . . . G 00 P 0 ->G 01 P 0 , G 01 P 1 …...G 01 P 24-1 G 00 P 1 ->G 01 P 0 , G 01 P 1 …...G 01 P 24-1 G 00 P 24-1 ->G 01 P 0 , G 01 P 1 …...G 01 P 24-1 . . . Compared to deciding the orientation of the first part, the way in which it decides the orientation of the N+1th part has some different points. First, the part being loaded has to go through a collision check between the container and the parts already loaded. Second, it needs to find a comparison part (among those that are already loaded) in the container, in order to decide the orientation and loading direction of the part being loaded. The comparison part and loading direction are decided through the "Loading Algorithm." Once the comparison part is found, the orientation of the N+1th part can be decided by the same method of deciding the orientation of the first part. Nevertheless, since the orientation of one part is fixed by comparing two parts, the number of cases in which the loading orientation of the N+1th part is decided through a posture comparison is either 6 or 24. In case the part for comparison and the part that is to be loaded are in the same group, and the loading direction is the -X direction, when the part for comparison is loaded, the orientation comparison occurs in the same group. Thus, the optimized orientation can be found after 6 orientation comparisons. If the loading direction is not the -X direction although the parts are in the same group, 24 orientation comparisons should be carried out (as opposed to none earlier). Twenty-four orientation comparisons between parts belonging to adjacent groups must be performed regardless of the loading direction.
The loading algorithm
The loading algorithm decides the loading direction, and the best location of the part, once the loading orientation is decided. The part is loaded in the order of Bottom-left-backfill (BLBF), and the loading direction is decided through the "Find face algorithm" that employs the BLBF method.
(1) The bottom-left-back-fill (BLBF) algorithm BLBF is an extended version of bottom-left-fill (BLF) [20] . Loading is the process of finding the optimized location, by moving the part from the initial position, in order to avoid collision with the loaded parts and the container. The first loaded part has its initial position at the bottom-left-rear corner of the container; therefore, it is better that the part is moved towards the bottom-left-rear corner, to find the best position. If the part is not the first to be loaded, the initial position is decided by the earlier loaded part; thus, the direction in which the optimized location of the part is found, differs from the direction of loading the earlier part. The following situation is explained by the find-face algorithm. The loading encounters failure on some occasions, e.g. if there is no loadable space for the part being loaded. Even if the loading succeeds, if the next loaded part is affected, the loading is considered as fail. In Figure 15 , part 3 is loaded after part 2, and part 3 affects the yellow part that is to be loaded afterwards. This case occurs when part 3 has a greater value in the Y direction than part 2; this case is considered a failure, even though the loading succeeds.
(2) The find-face algorithm
The find-face algorithm starts as soon as the first part is loaded. The loading algorithm loads the part by the BLBF method, and the next part cannot be loaded at the location of faces of the bounding box of the loaded part with (-1,0,0), (0,-1,0), (0,0,-1). In contrast, the face with (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1) can be employed for loading the next part, and Figure  16 explains how. The process of the find-face algorithm is as follows.
The priority is decided by the BLBF method, in the order of X(1,0,0), Y(0,1,0), Z(0,0,1) of the face vector. The priorities among the same vectors are determined by the face closest to the bottom left corner of the container's bounding box, as explained in Figure 17 .
The movement of the part that is loaded is opposite to that of the first part, viz. from the top-right-front to the bottomleft-rear. Loading grouped parts in the same direction yields good loading efficiency; thus, the chosen face moves until it does not collide with the parts loaded in the -X(-1,0,0) direction. In this manner, the optimized position is found. In this paper, to distinguish the loading directions, if the direction of the face is decided, the X loading direction of the part is the X face, and the Y, Z directed face are the Y face, Z face, respectively.
Implementation
The algorithm is developed using the UG OPEN API of UG NX4. The composition of the program and the functions of each module are presented in Figure 18 . The GUIs for executing the program consist of an execution button, formsimilarity input, total number of parts, and total volume of parts. Figure 19 displays the execution dialog. Upon initial execution, the total number of parts and the total volume of parts are calculated and presented; the user presses the Run button, after inputting the form similarity. After execution terminates, the result appears as a dialog, as shown in Figure  19 .
The container form implemented in this program is the 3D free-form. The payload (parts) shape is 3D free-form, and collision checking is non-overlapped. The orientation comparison of parts is based on 90 degrees, and the efficiency is evaluated on the basis of the number of loaded parts, part (a) (b) Figure 17 . Example of moving the part to be loaded to the initial position, after scanning the faces: (a) the initial location of the part that is going to be loaded, (b) example of parts loaded at the initial location. density, and operation time. To test the algorithms developed in this paper, problems involving 6, 10, and 16 boxes have been considered.
Bulk containers (SAE, 200. SAE standard J1100)
The bulk container application is in accordance with the SAE standard J1100, and the result is compared with the solution by Santosh and Georges [20] . The SAE standard problem is how to load the maximum amount of materials in a car trunk. The composition of the parts of SAE standard J1100 is as in Table 2 , and the luggage capacity is defined by SAE J1100 [16] . The result of applying the method of this paper is shown in Figure 20 .
Engineering containers
The engineering-container problem is examined under the assumption of fixtures and jigs that hold the parts in the container. The engineering-container problem deals with the maximum possible number of a single type of part that can be loaded in a given container. The jig and the fixture that holds the parts diminish the loading space, although the capacity of the container is huge. In this problem, the jig and the fixture are replaced by an imaginary boundary, and the distances between parts are randomly set as 3mm. Figure 21 and 22 show the results.
Conclusions
In this paper, a packing algorithm has been developed to solve the optimization problem of packing regarding a 3D model, wherein the efficiency rapidly decreases, due to the complexity of form, resulting in excessive operation times. Further, it has been implemented on a 3D CAD modeling system. The packing algorithm is composed based on grouptechnology methodology, and an analysis of the work performance of workers. The developed program is capable of similarity comparison of objects, interference awareness and execution between objects, position decisions regarding objects, orientation comparisons between objects, and loading simulation. The efficiency of the algorithm is examined, and has been verified with the solution, using a genetic algorithm. Through the 3D packing method using the group-technology method developed in this paper, storage optimization and loading and unloading ease can be examined; further, various engineering activities, such as work performance analysis, can be carried out, using the 3D model. 
